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2022 Recap: Historic Tightening Drives Broad Sell-off 

A year ago, inflation was at 7% and rising and short-term interest rates were at zero. After a late start, the Fed 
embarked on the most aggressive tightening in four decades to rein in inflation, selling assets and hiking rates 
past 4% by year end, with a couple further hikes expected this year. The result was the worst drawdown in 
asset classes broadly in 50+ years and among the worst years for the 60/40 portfolio on record, as assets 
repriced in the face of higher cash and discount rates.1 

Relief Rally in Q4 as Policy Expectations Continue to Drive Markets 

For the past year, nearly all assets have moved together in line with Fed policy expectations. After declining in 
Q1 and Q2, assets rallied over the summer as Powell’s tone softened, sold off again in late Q3 as tightening 
continued, and rebounded in Q4 as inflation fell on hopes the Fed would pivot. With policy now closer to 
neutral, we expect diversification to matter again in 2023, as changing conditions drive greater dispersion in 
performance across asset classes.2 

Where Are We Now? 

After peaking at ~9% in the U.S. and ~11% in Europe, inflation is moderating but remains elevated, and growth 
has held up despite early signs of a slowdown. Much of the tightening has yet to flow through to the real 
economy. The key questions are (1) whether it will be enough to bring inflation back to target and (2) what the 
impact on growth will be.3 

Cyclical Inflation Pressures Mixed 

Housing has turned, commodities have retreated, and supply-chain bottlenecks have largely resolved. This 
should ease upward pressure on CPI, particularly for goods, as policy curbs demand. At the same time, with 
unemployment back at its 3.5% low, the labor market remains historically tight, and wages are rising as much 
as 6-7% annually – money that will keep feeding inflation as it’s spent, and as companies pass on higher costs 
to consumers.4  

A New Inflation Regime? 

Markets expect a quick return to ~2% inflation as Covid’s impact fades and higher rates slow the economy. 
But some argue the next decade will be a break with the past four. Since the early 80s, inflation and rates have 
trended lower, supported by a growing labor force, solid productivity gains and ever-cheaper production, as 
China came online and subsidized U.S. consumption. Those disinflationary trends are now reversing:  
globalization is giving way to deglobalization, productivity remains depressed, and labor-force growth is 
slowing as baby boomers retire while immigration continues to drop. Each of these factors may drive inflation 
higher longer-term. Meanwhile, with debt levels at records, governments have a strong incentive to print money 
to offset future contractions. 
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Recession Ahead? 

Calls for a pivot have fallen on deaf ears, and the Fed seems unlikely to ease until deteriorating conditions 
force its hand. Although pent-up consumer savings may last a few more months, economists now predict no 
real growth in the U.S. and Europe this year. And though China has ended Zero Covid, over-indebtedness 
continues to weigh on the Chinese economy. Corporate earnings typically decline ~20% in a recession. As 
demand weakens and margin pressures mount, analyst forecasts of positive earnings growth seem likely to 
disappoint. On the other hand, rising wages and the 8.7% COLA adjustment to Social Security benefits are 
likely to support spending this year. And given the relative strength of corporate and household balance sheets, 
the economy may prove more resilient this time compared to 2000 and 2008.5 

Irreconcilable Pricing? 

Bond markets appear to be pricing a material recession. The yield curve is heavily inverted, reflecting 
expectations that the Fed will have to ease this year and that inflation will continue to plummet. At the same 
time, equity markets appear to expect a mild recession at worst, with substantial earnings growth in 2023 and 
beyond (despite a ~2% expected inflation rate). While an “immaculate disinflation” that avoids a serious 
recession is possible, history suggests it is unlikely. Conversely, if nominal growth stays strong, inflation is likely 
to stay higher for longer than markets are discounting.6 

Diverging Conditions Globally 

Notwithstanding the challenging outlook overall, conditions, policies and risks look very different across the 
globe. The U.S. is nearing the end of its hiking cycle and may enter recession later this year. Europe’s recession 
seems imminent, but inflation remains higher than in the U.S., the risks of war continue to loom large, and 
Europe’s hiking cycle is just getting underway (the ECB policy rate has only hit 2% and was still 0% in 
September). Japan continues to maintain its yield curve control policy – the opposite of what other developed 
markets are doing. And China is reopening, with a wide range of outcomes depending on its policy response 
to the deleveraging. These differences may well lead to differences across economies and markets, which 
highlights why diversification still matters. 7 

Diversifying to Different Outcomes 

If inflation is slower to fall and/or if weaker demand hits earnings, conventional stock/bond portfolios may 
continue to be challenged. We recommend allocating to return streams that do not depend on the “soft 
landing” that markets are pricing to generate positive performance. We believe there are attractive 
opportunities in less correlated alternatives and private markets, where market dislocations can often lead to 
superior returns for top managers even if traditional investments disappoint.   
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Notes 
 
1 Bloomberg (DOTS; FEDL01 Index; USGG2YR Index, CPI YOY Index); Bloomberg (SPXT Index, CRSPTMT Index, M1WD Index, MXWOU 
Index, M1EF Index, M1US000V Index, M1US000G Index, SPTRSMCP Index, MUNRT Index, LBUSTRUU Index, LUATTRUU Index, LUTLTRUU 
Index, LBUTTRUU Index, SPBDUFPT Index, LUACTRUU Index, LF98TRUU Index, LUMSTRUU Index, LMBITR Index, I00767US Index, BCOMTR 
Index, CL1 Comdty, XAU Curncy). 60/40 calculated as 60% MSCI ACWI, 40% Bloomberg Agg, rebalanced monthly. 
2 See, e.g., Bloomberg (USGG2YR Index) as a proxy for Fed tightening expectations vs. Bloomberg (LBUSTRUU Index, LBUTTRUU Index, 
M1WD Index, XAU Curncy).  
3 Bloomberg (CPI YOY Index, GDGCAFJP). 
4 https://blinks.bloomberg.com/news/stories/RNJZ8UDWX2PT; Bloomberg (BCOM Index; GSCPI Index, WGTROVER Index); 
https://blinks.bloomberg.com/news/stories/RNYVRTDWLU68; https://www.bls.gov/news.release/pdf/empsit.pdf. 
5 https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2023-investment-outlooks/; Bloomberg (ECGDUS Q123 Index, ECGDUS Q223 Index, ECGDUS 
Q323 Index, ECGDUS Q423 Index, ECGDEU Q123 Index, ECGDEU Q223 Index, ECGDEU Q323 Index, ECGDEU Q423 Index); 
https://www.forbes.com/sites/jonathanponciano/2022/12/06/jpmorgan-billionaire-dimon-warns-americans-pent-up-savings-will-
deteriorate-fueling-recession-next-year/?sh=5363f0b1706d; https://am.jpmorgan.com/us/en/asset-
management/institutional/insights/market-insights/market-updates/on-the-minds-of-investors/what-will-an-earnings-recession-look-like/. 
6 Bloomberg (USYC2Y10 Index; USGGBE10 Index); https://www.spglobal.com/spdji/en/documents/additional-material/sp-500-eps-
est.xlsx; see also https://www.yardeni.com/pub/yriearningsforecast.pdf. 
7 https://www.goldmansachs.com/insights/podcasts/episodes/12-06-22-mueller-glissmann.html; 
https://www.ecb.europa.eu/stats/policy_and_exchange_rates/key_ecb_interest_rates/html/index.en.html. 
IMPORTANT INFORMATION 

Past performance is not an indication of future results. 

Advanced Research Investment Solutions, LLC (“ARIS”) and Evoke Wealth, LLC (“Evoke Wealth”) (collectively referred to hereinafter as “Evoke Advisors”) 
are SEC-registered investment advisers that provide investment advisory services and investment consulting services to a select set of clients and pooled 
investment vehicles. None of Evoke Advisors’ services are intended to represent a complete investment program.  

This publication is for educational, illustrative and informational purposes only and does not represent investment advice or a recommendation of or as an 
offer or solicitation with respect to the purchase or sale of any particular security, strategy or investment product, or any Evoke Advisors investment product 
mentioned herein. Past performance is not indicative of future results.  

Different types of investments involve varying degrees of risk, including possible loss of the principal amount invested. Therefore, it should not be assumed 
that future performance of any specific investment or investment strategy (including the investments and/or investment strategies recommended and/or 
undertaken by Evoke Advisors), or any non-investment related content, will be profitable, equal any corresponding indicated historical performance level(s), 
be suitable for a client’s portfolio or individual situation, or prove successful. Nothing contained herein is intended to predict the performance of any 
investment. There can be no assurance that actual outcomes will match the assumptions or that actual returns will match any expected returns.  

This publication does not constitute, and should not be construed to constitute, an offer to sell, or a solicitation of any offer to buy, interests in any Evoke 
Advisors-sponsored fund, which can only be made by means of an offering memorandum and other governing documents for the respective fund. 

This publication does not take into account your particular investment objectives, financial situation or needs, should not be construed as legal, tax, financial 
or other advice, and is not to be relied upon in making an investment or other decision. 

Certain information contained herein constitutes forward-looking statements (including projections, targets, hypotheticals, ratios, estimates, returns, 
performance, opinions, activity and other events contained or referenced herein), which can be identified by the use of terms such as “may,” “will,” “should,” 
“expect,” “anticipate,” “project,” “estimate,” “intend,” “continue” or “believe” or other variations (or the negatives thereof) thereof. Due to various risks, 
assumptions, uncertainties and actual events, including those discussed herein and in the respective analyses, actual results, returns or performance may 
differ materially from those reflected or contemplated in such forward-looking statements. As a result, you should not rely on such forward-looking statements 
in making any investment decisions. 

Certain information contained herein has been obtained or derived from unaffiliated third-party sources and, while Evoke Advisors believes this information 
to be reliable, neither Evoke Advisors nor any of its affiliates make any representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy, timeliness, 
sequence, adequacy or completeness of the information.  

The information contained herein and the opinions expressed herein are those of Evoke Advisors as of the date of writing, are subject to change due to 
market conditions and without notice, and have not been approved or verified by the United States Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”), the 
Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (“FINRA”), or by any state securities authority.  

This publication is not intended for redistribution or public use without Evoke Advisors’ express written consent. 
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